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Attributes
O U R  F I N I S H E S

M A T T E

The matte finish is the smoothest finish offered at Canadel.  
Neutral and versatile, it pairs well with several types of decor, whether classic,  
transitional, modern or contemporary.  

OFFERED IN
COLLECTIONS
Canadel, Downtown
and Gourmet

WOOD APPEARANCE
Wood generally free of knots and flaws, meticulously  
sanded and hand finished by our experienced craftsmen.  
The result: a smooth, silky and uniform finish for furniture 
that is both elegant and refined.

A N T I Q U E

The antique finish evokes the richness and elegance of the matte finish, while showing 
slight marks, for a more natural appearance. It can be used in a classic, transitional,  
coastal or farmhouse decor.

OFFERED IN
COLLECTIONS
Canadel and Gourmet

WOOD APPEARANCE
Wood generally free of knots and flaws, delicately marked  
with our unique techniques and tools. The result: furniture  
with a uniform finish, subtly enhanced by traces of aging  
for a soft antique look.

C H A M P L A I N

The Distressed finish is the one that best highlights the natural appearance of wood.  
Giving furniture a lot of character and warmth, it is the perfect finish for a country  
or shabby chic decor.

OFFERED IN
COLLECTION
Champlain

WOOD APPEARANCE
Wood with an aged appearance, showing knots, flaws, marks, 
nicks, wear and uneven edges, mainly achieved using our 
unique techniques and tools. The result: an impression of 
natural wear for a beautiful look of lived-in furniture. Knots 
and natural variations are treated for long-term stability by 
filing and brushing.
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H E R I T A G E

The heritage finish combines the warmth and authenticity of the distressed finish with the 
uniqueness of a burnished wood look. This finish allows us to create remarkable furniture 
that will become the stars of your rustic decor.

OFFERED IN
COLLECTION
Champlain

WOOD APPEARANCE
Wood with an aged appearance, showing knots, flaws, 
marks, nicks, wear and uneven edges, natural or artificial, 
through the application of wood darkening techniques. The 
result: an impression of natural aging, like the Champlain 
finish, but with burnt effect edges. Knots and natural 
variations are treated for long-term stability by filing and 
brushing.

R U S T I C

The rustic finish highlights the natural beauty of wood, in all its unique features and 
variations. Inspiring nature, it is perfect for complementing a modern organic, industrial or 
country decor.

OFFERED IN
COLLECTION
Loft

WOOD APPEARANCE
Wood with a natural appearance, showing moderate knots, 
flaws, marks and nicks, mainly achieved through our unique 
techniques and tools. The result: sublime furniture with a 
raw and authentic look. In lighter stains, it is possible to 
see color variations between each wood plank. Knots and 
natural variations are treated for long-term stability by filing 
and brushing.

Because of the workmanship and natural materials used in each item made by Canadel, variations can occur from one piece to the other.  
Our warranty does not cover differences between your furniture and floor samples, finish samples, printed illustrations or web illustrations on 
UDesign. The same applies for fabrics and samples.

Over time Canadel has created its own finish, consisting of a catalysed lacquer,  
which is applied to all our furniture for enhanced protection.


